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User manual of locker locks with M1 ID Board 

Functions of cards: 

1. Master cards (the first three cards configured to the lock after the lock reset): to configure unlocking 
cards, to delete cards, and to unlock the door. 

2. Unlocking cards in single-card mode(the 4th~ 15th card configured to the lock since the lock reset): 
to unlock the door only. 

3. Guest card in the double-card mode: The 4th card configured to the lock since the lock reset. 
4. Attendant cards in the double-card mode: the 5th ~15th cards configured to the lock since the lock 

reset. 
 

Note: 

1) In single-card mode: lock could be unlocked by one single unlocking card; 
2) In double-card mode: lock should be unlock by guest card and one of attendant cards together. 
3) No matter in which mode, any one of the master card could unlock the door independently. 
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Operational instruction: 

I. Initialization： 

 
 

Long press the reset button for one second, and when you hear a Ticktock sound, release the button. one 
ticktock sound in every second means the lock is in the single-card mode. And if pressing the reset 
button again, you would hear twice ticktock every second, which means the lock is in the double-card 
mode. Then, if pressing again, the lock would back to the single-card mode. It could be shifted cyclically. 

II. Configuring the Master cards 

After resetting the lock, swipe a M1ID card on the sensor area, a short sound of “Di” followed by a long 
sound means the first master card is configures successfully. And The first three cards configured to the 
lock after the lock reset are Master cards. 

III. Configuring the Unlocking cards 

Swipe a Master card, and when you hear a short sound of “Di”with blue light flashing, the lock would be 
opened. At this moment, swipe another M1ID card, then twice short sound of “Di, Di” with blue light 
flashing means this new M1ID card is configured as unlocking card successfully. And you could swipe 
another new M1ID card to configure it as unlocking card in the same way. Only you do not swipe any new 
cards in 10 seconds or re-read the Master card, it will stop to configure unlocking cards. 

Note: 

1) 15 unlocking cards at most is available for each lock. 
2) In the double-card mode, the first configured unlocking card is the guest card, and the followings are 

attendant cards. 
3) In the double-card mode, the door could be unlocked only by swiping the guest card and one 

attendant card together. There is no requirements about which card to be read first. 

IV. Deleting all of the cards 

Continuously swipe the master card for 5 times, blue light flashing with three long sound of “Di” indicates 
all cards are deleted, including the master cards. But single-card mode or double-card mode is not 
changed. 
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V. Unlocking the door 

1) Use a master card to unlock the door: Swipe a master card, the door would be unlocked with a sound 
of “Di” and blue light on. There won’t be any signal when the batteries are in low power if you use a 
master card to unlock the door. 

2) In single-card mode: Swipe any unlocking cards, if the voltage of the batteries is between 4.5V and 
4.7V, there would be rapid sound with blue light flashing when the door opened. If the voltage is 
lower than 4.5V, two sounds followed by ten rapid sound and blue light flashing, but door won’t be 
opened. 

3) In double-card mode: Swipe the guest card and any one of the attendant card in 5 seconds, the door 
would be unlocked. And if the lock is in low power, low voltage alarm is also the same as which in the 
single-card mode 

 
 
 

 


